
 

Review MIT StyleLine Serie 

SL-8, SL6 XLR, and SL-12 Interconnects and Speaker Cables 

 

It has been many, many years, (perhaps 25 or even 30?) since I have had my system decked out in 
MIT cables. Back when I discovered the joy of electrostatic speakers I splurged and invested in some 
MIT CVT interconnects and speaker cables. Those were in my system for a number of years until I 
discovered silver wire, and then rarely went back to copper. As I wrote that previous sentence, I 
couldn’t help but shake my head and laugh because, of course, we all know better. It’s not really about 
just the metal, is it? Of course the person laughing the hardest is MIT founder, Bruce Brisson. Mr. 
Brisson has been evangelizing the real and correct role of interconnects and wires for more than thirty 
years. Back in the 80’s (or was it the late 70’s?), when  Mr. Brisson founded MIT, he founded the 
company on the basis that linking electronics and speakers requires more than just strands of 
conductive metal. They were required to be component interfaces. This was a term that was rarely 
used in those pre-computer software days. Through MIT, Mr. Brisson introduced the concept of 
engineering cables through use of individualized “poles” of differing measured characteristics that 
together provide a reliable, musical, and harmonious connection between two components. 

Many of us may not understand the science or math behind component interface matching or worse 
yet, deny the fact that cables affect the sound of a system, but we have all fallen victim to improper or 
incompatible cables and/or components. Still, we roll the dice and perform a series of crapshoots 
when making key decisions in our component systems in the hopes that these will miraculously 
function harmoniously. I certainly have written enough cable reviews and you, the reader, have read 
many more of these to know that seeking out compatibility in cable and component is sometimes an 
expensive, time-consuming, and frustrating endeavor. This is especially true if you are shopping for 
cables that are affordable for us mere mortals. MIT is looking to change all of that. It is therefore with 
keen interest and measured excitement that I accepted the offer to review MIT’s latest offering in the 
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world of Music Interfaces, the MIT StyleLine Series.The StyleLine Series is the latest line of cables 
being offered by MIT. In fact, they are an entry level line of cables that include products for audio and 
video systems. This means that in addition to the usual audio-based offerings of speaker cables and 
interconnects, this new AV line includes such offerings as USB cables and HDMI cables. Most 
importantly, the MIT StyleLine represents the latest in a simplified and trickled-down “Multipole” 
technology that is employed in MIT’s more costly offerings, such as the Matrix and Oracle series of 
cables. In today’s world of high performance audio, the StyleLine Series cables are indeed attractively 
priced should they achieve their lofty sonic goals.  

The MIT StyleLine speaker cables are available in configurations of 5 (SL-5), 9 (SL-9), and 12 (SL-12) 
poles of articulation with pricing of $500, $800, and $1,200 respectively per 8 foot pair. In similar 
fashion, the MIT StyleLine interconnects come in three configurations 3 (SL-3), 6 (SL-6), and 8 (SL-8) 
poles of articulation with pricing of $200, $300, and $500 respectively, for a 1-meter single-ended RCA 
pair. They are also available in balanced XLR configuration in 3 (SLXLR-3) and 6 (SLXLR-6) poles of 
articulation with pricing of $300 and $600 respectively, for a 1-meter pair. In this review, I will be 
exploring the sound and impact imparted on my reference system when configured with MIT StyleLine 
SL-8, SLXLR-6, and SL-12. Rounding out the full MIT set-up for purposes of this review, I am also 
employing the use of MIT Shotgun jumpers on my Eficion F300 speakers, and a full complement of 
MIT Magnum ZIII power cords for the power amps and MIT Shotgun ZIII power cords for source 
components. The MIT StyleLine Series includes power cords and jumpers in the future. 

Installation and Break-in – Power Cords 
For the purposes of this review, I decided to deviate from my normal method and first replace all 
power cords with the MIT cords since the actual subject of this review is the MIT StyleLine Series. I did 
so not just because of the opportunity to have an all-MIT system approach, but also because my 
reference power cords have proven to sometimes be a difficult match to cables of other designs. The 
MIT Magnum ZIII was installed on the Pass Labs X350.5 power amplifier and MIT Shotgun ZIII power 
cords on the Pass Labs XP-20 line stage, Zesto Audio Andros PS-1 phono stage, and Conrad 
Johnson UDP1 Delux universal disc player. I had already been advised by MIT that the cables were 
burned in. However, after quickly listening to the system’s signature, I decided to give the cables an 
additional burn-in of one week while away on business. Upon my return I confirmed that the additional 
time proved to be beneficial. This set the stage for establishing a baseline sound before introduction of 
the MIT StyleLine Series. To that end, I also installed the MIT Shotgun jumpers on the Eficion F300’s 
and noted a slight, audible change in high frequency extension and detail from the excellent EnKlein 
Titan jumpers. My reference system’s signature did change in several aspects due to the change in 
power cords. First, the overall signature had an overall slight, added warmth in the upper bass. In 
addition and more importantly, bass response clearly improved in force and clarity at the lowest 
registers. Overall, it was a pleasant surprise to find these improvements in place moving into the main 
focus of the review, the MIT StyleLine Series! 

 



Installation and Break-in – MIT StyleLine Interconnects and Speaker Cables 
Quality of construction of the MIT StyleLine appears to be of the highest order. Each interconnect, 
both balanced and single ended RCA, comes with a new stylish version of their famous interface 
“box,” and terminations are proprietary gold plated RCA plugs or nicely finished XLR connectors. The 
speaker cables come  terminated with the iconn™ pin base, which are patented threaded studs that 
come in both spades and banana plugs, which can be screwed into place; a nice idea that affords the 
user a level of flexibility. 

Once fully configured, I had a quick listening session to establish connectivity was all fine, and also to 
gauge the sound prior to a full break-in. Overall, the sound was quite neutral, with nicely extended 
highs and a somewhat heavy upper bass. Since these had undergone some level of burn-in, I decided 
to run them for one week prior to having a more formal listening session. 

 

The Sound 
A week later on a Sunday afternoon as is customary, I first listened to the same few CD tracks as 
before break-in and confirmed that indeed things had improved substantially. I fired up the phono 
stage, warmed up the cartridge, and did some spinning. The MIT StyleLine cable system certainly 
made its presence known in my reference system. High frequency rendering and extension were 
notably clean, and had a tonal richness that you would not expect from what amounts to be an entry 
level cable system. In this respect, my all silver reference cables have an edge in terms of detail 
retrieval, however to be honest that would be a nitpick at best. 

In terms of imaging, once again the MIT StyleLine cables did nothing but impress. Images were right-
sized and rendered beautifully. Image stability in fact was exemplary, as I noted not only detailed 
layering of information behind the front plane of the speakers, but also impressive imaging that 
extended well beyond the outer edges of the speakers. This serves to confirm that indeed, the phase 
coherency of the MIT StyleLine is not only excellent but well beyond what anyone would typically 
expect from a cable system in this price class. I have several live recordings in which the vocalists 
have a tendency of turning their heads side to side as they sing. In my experience, it is rare that a 
cable can retain that almost eerie quick change in perspective and phase and present it in a believable 
fashion. I was delighted to find that the MIT StyleLine cables did this with ease. 

The overall balance of the MIT StyleLine cables is very slightly on the warmer side of neutral.  This is a 
characteristic that is likely carried over from what I noted through the introduction of the MIT power 
cords to my reference system. Fortunately, another characteristic that carried over was the 
phenomenal bass. With all MIT cables in place, I must say that the system overall attained a greater 
sense of power and poise in the lowest registers, while not giving up one whit in high frequency clarity 
and extension. 



 

Summing it all Up 
Overall, the MIT StyleLine cables did nothing but delight and surprise. In the purest audiophile sense, 
at nearly three times the price, my reference silver cables do retrieve a greater level of high frequency 
detail and also provide a greater sense of space and a more brightly lit rear of the soundstage than the 
MIT StyleLine. That said, the MIT StyleLine out-performed my reference cables in the lowest registers 
and in image layering.  This is both a surprising and also a delightful outcome. Indeed, the trickling 
down and simplification of the MIT music interface design to an affordable high performance, high-end 
entry level line of cables is great news for audiophiles and an unqualified success for the folks at MIT. 
Kudos! 


